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NOW GROWING IN CAMEL LI A GARDEN 
OF 

LA. MCJLHJENNY 
AVERY ISLAND. LA, 

August 1, 1935 

NAME 
mmSmtm 

ADELINA PATTI 

ADOLPHE AUDUS50N (H.) 

AGUSTE DELFOSSE (B&A) 

AINFA EGERIA IMBRICATA (G.S.) 

ALBA PLENA 

ALBA PLENA MINOR 

ALBA CASORETTI (G.8.) 

ALLEN (B&A) 

ALTHEA FLORA 

ANGELO BOTTI (B&A) 

ANGELO COCCHI (G.S.) 

DESCRIPTION 

PINK shading from base to WHITE at tips. 
Single type blossom with prominent Yellow 
stamens. 

LIGHT RED, heavily veined with dark RED. 
Very large, semi-double blossom. Yellow 
tipped stamens are prominent.. Petals ex¬ 
ceptionally large and heavy, sometimes 
White blotched, 

DEEP PINK color suffused with PURPLE cast. 
Some petals with lighter markings. Very 
fine small blossom, 

PURE WHITE, small, very double blossom. All 
petals incurving; tips of petals over cupped. 
Very unusual and attractive late variety. 

WHITE, very double flower, opening flat and 
full; petals small and very numerous. The 
earliest of all the Whites and one of the best 

WHITE, fine small, double blossom with small 
petals. Well built similar to ALBA PLENA. 
Late bloomer, 

Imb,, PURE WHITE, very beautiful. 

WHITE shading yellow at base of petals. Semi¬ 
double blossom with stamens distributed 
throughout centre. Large petals. Blossom 
of peony type. 

COLOR VARIES FROM SOLID ROSE PINK TO SOLID 
WHITE, flowers medium to large, peony 
centre; centre petals interspersed with 
stamens* Some flowers having flesh pink bases 
with white tips; tree having at times four 
distinct colors. Beautiful and unusual 
variety, 

FLESH PINK lightly flecked with LIGHT RED. 
Smell double blossom with inconspicuous sta¬ 
mens in centre. Very attractive blossom. 

Imb., light ROSE-WHITE and variegated with 
streaks. 

ANNA BRUNEAU (G.S.) LIGHT PINK with few WHITE blotches. Full 
double blossom opening flat. Petals well 
reflexed. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION 

ANNA FROST (B&A) ROSE PINK; centre petals interspersed with . 
prominent stamenso Some blossoms are semi¬ 
double ROSE PINX veined with DARK RED. Large 
blossom with large crinkled petals. Yellow t 

tipped stamens almost hidden by central 
whorl of petals, < 

ARNALDA DE BRESEIA (B) LIGHT PINK with few WHITE spots throughout 
whole blossom, A full double blossom. 

BARONNE LEGUAY (G.S.) Imb., CHERRY ROSE, color lighter at center. 

BEAUTE DE NANTES (HEURTIN) (G.S.) Imb., FLESH-ROSE with lighter centre. 

BEAUTIFUL TWO colors on this plant; one very light 
ROSE PINK with Purplish cast lightly flecked 
with White; very double, large petals and 
extra fine blossom--other blossom is like 
above, but PURE WHITE. 

BELLA D’ARGLIONE (G.S.) Imb., CARMINE ROSE, lightly striated at the 
center. 

BELLA LAMBERTII DARD RED, very double, large blossom opening 
full. Finest quality. 

BELLA ROM ANA (G.S.) Imb., ROSE streaked with VIVID CARMINE. 

BELLE JEANNETTE 
• 

RED & WHITE variegated. Very large, double 
blossom of good quality. 

BELLE JUDITA (G.S.) Imb., WHITE. 

BELLE ROSE DEEP ROSE PINK, prominent and strong veins 
of darker shade. Large, single bloom with 
prominent stamens standing well above flovrer. 

BELLIFORMIS NIVEA (G.S.) Imb., PURE WHITE. 

BICOLOR PINK & WHITE - equally divided large blossom; 
petals smooth outside with centre pronounced; 
peony type blossom. Some blossoms are double 
light Red with centre petals interspersed with 
few stamens. Very fine blossom. 

BICOLOR DE LA REINE (G.S.) Imb., WHITE background shaded ROSE, bordered 
with White. 

BONOMIANA (G.S.) Imb,, WHITE background, striated and varie¬ 

gated with FLAME-COLOR. 

BRIOMAROTTI (G.S.) LIGHT PINK; some petals almost WHITE; some 
with light blotches. Double flower opening 
flat. 

CAMILLE BROZZONI (G.S.) Imb., BEAUTIFUL ROSS, bordered WHITE. 

CAMPBELLI (L) 

\ 

DEEP ROSE PINK blossom having large petals 
throughout. Full peony double blossom with 
stamens showing among centre petals. 

CARLOTTA GRISI (G.S.) DEJEP RED double blossom. Small petals turn¬ 
ing in. Very fine blossom. 

CARNEA (G.S.) Imb,, WHITE and FLESH-COLORED./ 

CARYOPHYLLOIDES (G.S.) Peeniforme, ROSE-WHITE background, streaked 
and variegated with VIVID CARMINE. 

CATHERINE LONGHI (G.S.) Imb.j CARMINE ROSE 

CENTIFOLIA ALBA (G.S.) Imb,, very large flower, WHITE. 
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NAM 

CENTIFOLIA RUBRA (G.S.) 

CHANDLERI ELEGANS 

CHEERFUL (A) 

jCHEROKEE 

CLARK RED 

C. M. HOVEY (H) 

COLETTI (G.S,) 

COLVILII STRIATA (G.S.) 

COMPACTA ALBA (G.S.) 

COMTE BOUTOURLIN (G.S.) 

COMTE DE CHAMBARD (B*A) 

COMTE DE GOMER (B&A) 

COMTE DE PARIS (G.S.) 

COMTESSE CALLENIE (G.S.) 

COMTESSE LAVINIA MAGGI (G.S.) 

* 

CONCORDIA (G.S) 

CONSPICUA (V) 

CORRADINO (G.S.) 

COQUETTI (G.S.) 

COUNTESS OF DERBY (G.S.) 

COUNTESS NEIPORT (G.S.) 

i 

DESCRIPTION 

Imb., RED. 

DEEP ROSE PINK, blotched more or less with 
White, some blooms a solid Pink. This is a 
very large pompom type, with extra heavy 
peony centre well built up, 

DARK PINK, full double, medium size blossom. 
Centre holding tightly until fully open. 

ROSE MADDER AND ALIZARIN CRIMSON exceptionally 
fine, perfect flowers with very prominent 
stamens of largest size. Finest of all five 
petal singles. 

DARK RED, very large, double, peony type 
blossom. 

Large, very double blossom opening rather 
flat. Blossoms equally divided in color 
between MEDIUM RED and PURE WHITE with color 
merging and fading together. Some petals are 
solid RED, others solid WHITE. 

WHITE with heavy DARK RED blotches on petals. 
Some petals are half RED and half WHITE. 
Serai-double blossom with prominent stamens 
in centre. 

Poeniforme, FLESH-COLORED dusted with RED. 

Imb., beautiful PURE WHITE. 

Imb,, very beautiful RED. 

WARM RED, full double blossom with centre 
petals crossed and smaller than outer petals. 

—FLESH PINK, extra fine, very large, double 
blossom. 

RICH PINK shading towards center of SHELL 
PINK. Fine double well formed blossom, 

PURE WHITE, full double, well built up 
blossom with petals reflexing. 

Imb,, very large flower with PURE WHITE 
background, largely striated and lined with 

CHERRY. 

Imb., petals ruffled and intermixed, ROSE 
background striated with PURPLE. 

WARM RED* semi-double open blossom. Petals 
are large, well reflexed of heavy crepe-like 
texture. Stamens are prominent. Foliage is 
of large dark type. 

Imb., SOFT ROSE diminishing in color at 
center. 

Imb., CHERRY RED. 

Rosiforme, WHITE background, striated and 
fasciated with CARMINE, 

REDDISH WHITE background, blotched and 
streaked with RED. Very good single type 
blossom. Same as blossom of Darby variegated. 
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NAME 

COUNTESS OF ORKNEY (G.S.) 

CREPE DE CHINE 

CRUCIATA (G.S.) 

CUP OF BEAUTY (G.S.) 

DAIKUGURA (C) 

DANEL WEBSBER (G.S.) 

DARSIL (G.S.) 

DAVIES II (G.S.)* 

DE LA RENIE (G.S.) 

DE NOTARIS (G.S.) 

DERBEYANA (G.S.) 

DOBREEL (B&A) 

DOM CAMILLE B0RGHE5E (G.S.) 

DONKELAARI (G.S.) 

DONKELAARI EUGENE LIZE (G.S.) 

DUC DE BERRY (G.S.) 

DUG DE BRETAGNE (G.S.) 

DUCHESSE DE BERRY (G.S.) 

DUCHESSE DE CAZE (G.S.) 

DUCHESSE D*ORLEANS (G.S.) 

DUCHESSE VISCONTI (G.S,) 

DUNLOP’S IMBRICATA (G.S.) 

ELENA NOBILE 

ELISA CENTURIONI (G.S.) 

ELLEN MCKINSEY 

• ... »»• ^ mm v — m — w» «, 0. S» W—\ 

DESCRIPTION 

Imb., PURE WHITE striated with CARMINE. 

WHITE - serai-double blossom inclined to be 
cup shaped. Some blossoms have Reddish cast 
towards centre. 

Imb., ROSE spotted with WHITE. 

White ground suffused throughout with ROSE 
PINK, color radiating from centre. Well 
formed perfect double blossom with centre 
well built up. Medium size. 

RICH DARK PINK blotched with WHITE. Very 
fine, large, peony double blossom* 

Imb., ROSE largely fasciated with WHITE. 

Semi-double, BRILLIANT RED. 

Poeniforme, BRILLIANT RED. 

Tmb,, very large petals, WHITE background, 
lightly undulated with Lake*, 

Imb., DARK RED, spotted with WHITE* 

Large, semi-double flower, very DARK RED. 

CRIMSON blossom of medium size® Petals are 
very round, giving plate effect, opening 
well® Centre petals are small and lighter in 
color at tips. Handsome, double variety. 

Imb®, RED lined with White® 

Large, semi-double flower. Light RED 
spotted with White. 

Pb@£4rfSFffie, with flower quite double, A 
sport of Donkelaari. 

PURE WHITE cup shaped blossom. Some blossoms 
have slight streaking of PINK on few petals, 

Imb., Vivid ROSE, with color diminishing 
towards center. 

Imb., Pure WHITE. 

LIGHT RED shading to PINK, single type 
blossom. 

ROSS MADDER PINK with lighter shading which 
diffuses the whole blossom. Fine, large, 
perfect double blossom of decidedly flat 
type with many small reflexing petals. 

Imb., WHITE, flesh-colored, striated and 
dotted red. 

VELVET ROSE. (imb.,), 

BRILLIANT CRIMSON blossom with large irre¬ 
gular petals of double type, with open loose 
petals. Very striking brilliant variety, 

Imb., WHITE spotted with Soft ROSE. 

Peony double, Pink ground, striped Pink, 
and spotted with White, 
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NAME 

EMELIE GAVAZZI (G.S.) 

EMPEROR (B&A) 

EMPRESS (B&A) 

FANNY BOLLIS (G.S.) 

FESTIVA (G.S.) 

FIMBRJATA ALBA (G.S,) 

FIRE BALL (G.S.) 

FLORA (V) 

FOSTINE (G.S.) 

FRANS VAN-DAM® (G.S.) 

FRAU MINA SEIDEL 

FUCATUS 

GENERAL LAFAYETTE (G.S.) 

GENERAL LAMORICIERE (G.S.) 

GENERAL WASHINGTON (B &A) 

GIGANTEA (B&A) 

GIGANTEA ALBA 

GIRADINO SCHMITZ (G.S.) 

GIRARD DE BAILLON 

GLABERREMUS 

GLOIRE DE NANTES (B) 

1 r*——— ————v f»« ———1“ ———s* r - r v - « 

DESCRIPTION 

Imb., WHITE striated with CARMINE. 

DEEP CRIMSON, large, peony typo blossom 
having inside petals whorled and inter¬ 
spersed with stamens. A very striking variety. 

DEEP CRIMSON with pompom like centre inter¬ 
spersed v/ith yellow tipped stamens; outer 
petals are extremely large and heavy. One 
of the finest semi-double reds. 

Imb,, White, flesh-colored and striated with 

Rose. 

Imb., Light CHERRY, with a small white border. 

PURE WHITE blossom with fringed petals. 

Poeniforme, DARK RED, 

PURE WHITE, semi-double blossom. 

Poeniforme, Yellowish WHITE. 

Imb., Deep ROSE striated with White. 

LIGHT PINK—almost the color of PINK PEARL, 
very double, large petaled blossom opening 
very flat. First quality, 

LIGHT RED, large peony type, double full 
flower with faint veinings of darker shade. 
Stamens prominent, well distributed through 
centre petals. Above medium size. 

Imb., Velvet ROSE, large white band on each 
petal. 

Imb., Flesh colored Lava ROSE. 

WHITE* some petals with occasional PINK 
lines. Semi-double blossom having centre 
petals interspersed with stamens. Fine 
large blossom. 

LIGHT RED, petals spotted irregularly with 
WHITE. Very large, peony type blossom inter¬ 
spersed with yellow tipped stamens. 

WHITE OF PUREST TYPE, enormous semi-double 
flower; petals very large, and sometimes 
streaked with penciled line of purplish red; 

prominent stamens interspersed in centre with 
few small petals. The finest semi-double 
White. 

Imb., Rose flushed with Red. 

WHITE heavily blotched with Dark Purplish RED. 
Blossom of medium size, open peony type; 
central petals interspersed with few yellow 
tipped stamens. A fine and showy variety, 

ROSE MADDER perfect double blossom with 
interesting reflexed petals. The whole 
flower shades towards the centre; the centre 
being almost Shell Pink. 

Very large semi-double RED. Centre petals 
interspersed with yellow stamens and veined 
with DARK PURPLISH RED. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION 

GLORIOUS LIGHT RED at base of petals, shading to ROSE 
PINK at tips. Perfect double, very attractive 
blossom, having petals decidedly reflexed. 

GOVERNOR MOUTON DEEP RED bloom of largest size. Outside 
petals reflexing and smooth, heavily veined 
with Purplish Red, Turbulent pompom centre, 
most of centre petals incurving; some blossoms 
more or less blotched with White, others solid 
Red® Very fine flowers. 

GORDONI (G.S.) Imb®, large vivid Rose flower, lightly 
striated with White. 

GRANDIFLORA (B&A) DARK ROSE PINK with veins of petals very 
apparent. Full double blossom with rose-like 
centre® 

GRANDIS (G.S.) 
GUTHRIANA (G.S.) 

Imb,, ROSE. 
LIGHT PINK of pleasing shade. Full double, 
well built blossom. 

HAEMANTHUS DEEP RED, heavily veined with reddish purple 
giving the whole blossom a purplish cast. 
There are small white blotches on most of the 
petals. Blossom of large, loose peony type, 
with heavy petals; centre petals are inter¬ 
spersed with stamens. A very beautiful 
blossom. 

HECTOTIANA (G.S.) Semi-double, pure white, with long yellow 
stamens. 

HENRY FAVRE (G.S.) Imb., Cherry ROSE. 

HERMOSA PURE WHITE single, large petaled, blossom of 
medium size, opening full; stamens are pro¬ 
minent and in form of crown® Some blossoms 
are delicately striped with PINK and RED, 

HERMIE Ll^iSLPINK, very large double flower; petals 
largo irregular, frilled, bordered with white, 
lined with light red; with slight purplish 
cast. Some blooms semi-double with prominent 
yellow stamens in form of crown. A very 
beautiful bloom. 

HIKARI GENSI LIGHT PINK, very large double flower; petals 
large irregular, frilled, bordered with white, 
lined with light red; with slight purplish 
cast. Some blooms semi-double with pro¬ 
minent yellow stamens in form of crown, A 
very beautiful bloom. (Very like Hernie). 

IGNESCENS FIREY SCARLET RED flower of medium size Peony 
type; irregular petals with crinkled edges 
opening like a bell. 

IL CYGNO (G.S.) Imb., Pure White. 

IL GIOGELLO (H) LIGHT WARM RED shading to PINK in center. 
Small very double blossom. Compact flower 
resembling the style and character of PINK 
PERFECTION. 

IL GIOGELLO II ROSE RED leaning to purplish Lake, small, 
double, perfect flower with small petals. 

IL 22 MAZRO (G.S.) Imb., Light ROSE, often lined with White at 
center of petals. 

IL TRAMONTO (G.S,) Imb., beautiful ROSE, each petal ornamented 
with a White ribbon, these latter occasionally 
mid-white, mid-rose. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION 

3MBRICATA Lapping over (shingled) peony type blossom. 
Petals in centre are irregular with stamens 
intermixed. 

IMBRICATA RUBRA (H) LIGHT RED, mottled with WHITE on some petals. 
Double type blossom with very pointed petals. 
Ail attractive blossom resembling a rose. 

IMPERATOR (G.S.) DARK RED, large, double, peony type blossom. 
Very much like, but not as round as Fire Ball, 

IMPERIALIS (G.S.) RICH ROSE PINK, centre petals lightly blotched 
with WHITE. Large well recurved blossom with 
very fine extra large semi^double petals. 
Stamens are prominent and distributed among 
centre petals. 

IMPERATRICE EUGENIE (G.S,) Dab., veins rose, bordered with White. 

INCONSTANT BEAUTY PURE WHITE very large, double blossom with 
large fine-texture petals and extra heavy 
foliage. Very fine indeed. 

IRIDE (G.S.) Dab., VIVID ROSE. 

INVOLUTUS LIGHT ROSE PINK, some occasionally flecked 
with White. Large, very fine, semi-double, 
peony type, raggod blossom with large petals. 

IMPROVED ALBA PLENA PURE WHITE Perfect, double flower with full 
centre. Magnificent flower. 

ISABELLA SPINOLA (G.S.) Imb.t Rose fasciated White. 

ITALIANA (G.S.) Inib# | ROSE# 

JACKSONI (B&A) CRIMSON, semi-double, large blossom with fine 
large petals. Some petals spotted and flecked 
with~LIGHT PINK, Prominent stamens. 

JARDIN D*HIVER (G.S.) Into., CHERRY RED. 

JARVIS RED (K) VIVID DARK RED exceptionally large blossom. 
Petals large and irregular throughout. Semi¬ 
double blossom with prominent stamens. Very 
striking variety. 

JEFFERSONI (G.S.) Imb», Vivid RED, 

JENNY LIND (C) 

4 

PURE WHITE ground showing an open centre with 
stamens not in evidence. Some petals lightly 
flecked with PINK; all petals indented at 
centre of outer edge. Very double blossom. 

JOHN C. DRAYTON (B&A) * LIGHT ROSE PINK flecked with WHITE. Semi- 
double blossom having prominent yellow tipped 

# • 

* stamens. 

JOHN LANG (L) , LIGHT (PINK, outer petals jiarker shading towards 
centre. Full double blossom opening flat. 

JUBILE (G.S.) 
1 > ■ « 

JULIA DRAYTON (B&A) 
% * • » 

* V , 

Imb,| WHITE lightly bprinkled with ROSE. 

ROSE RED, very large, double blossom opening 
/ full. Petals are extremely large; inner petals 

> • ' 

• .. • ’ * 
ft 

are crinkled and crepe-like. Few prominent 
yellow tipped stamens. A very fine blossom. 

JUSTINB:HEURTIN- (G.S.) 
;rtv. v x , 

Jmb,, PURE WHITE. 
K 

' : 
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NAME 

KATE R. 

KELLINGTONIA 

KENNY (G.S.) 

KIMBERLEY (v) 

KOSSUTH (G.S*) 

KUMSATA 

LA PAGE (H) 

LADY DE SAMEREZ 

LADY DERBY 

LADY HUMES BLUSH 

LADY MARION (B&A) 

LADY VANSETTI (G.S.) 

LADY VANSETTI VARIEGATA 

LAFAYETTE 

DESCRIPTION 

ROSE PINK single type blossom with very 
large petals.. Some petals blotched with 
White; stamens are long and prominent in 
form of or own Very attractive blossom. 

VERY BRIGHT DEEP RED spotted and blotched 
with WHITE* Very large* double, peony type 
blossom of largest size and startling beauty. 
Outside petals recurving to centre are small 
and irregular* One of the most beautiful 
of all the camellias* 

DEEP ROSE PINK, with few WHITE blotches in 
centre of petals* Fine semi-double blossom 
with prominent stamens in open centre. 
Petals are large and of fine texture* 

RICH CHINESE RED with six exceptionally large 
fine petals. Color intense throughout ex¬ 
tending to extreme tips of stamens* Stamens 
are very prominent and much unlike any 
other variety* 

Imb*, Dark RED, large white stripes* 

BRIGHT RED, very large, semi-peony type 
blossom, having large and prominent yellow 
stamens* A fine blossom* 

DARK RED, large double blossom* Some blos¬ 
soms are semi-double. Petals are large 
and light in texture, having few prominent 
stamens interspersed with centre petals. 

PINK, tips of petals shading to CRIMSON, 
occasional petals blotched with WHITE. 
Very large semi-double blossom with pro- 
minent stamens* Some blossoms are WARM DARK 

^r~T^S5"and semi-double cup shaped; sxamens 
are not prominent. 

LIGHT ROSE; some blossoms ROSE PINK tipped 
RED and flecked WHITE* Very fine double 
blossom opening like a rose* 

WHITE with PINK stripes lengthwise on 
petals. Base of petals suffused with light 
PINK* Double type blossom with not very 
prominent stamens. 

DEEP ROSE PINK, profusely veined with RED, 
Full peony type blossom having centre petals 
small and very irregular and interspersed 
with stamens. Many stamens with small petals 
at tips shaped like a cornucopia* Very 
attractive blossom, 

BLUSH WHITE with light PINK blotches. Fine 
blossom of semi-double type* 

(B&A) WHITE petals with strong touches of BRIGHT 
GERANIUM LAKE, RED & PINK. The PINK mark¬ 
ings forming somewhat of sunburst effect* 
Very irregular,aomie* double, fine blossom , 
with prominent stamens, 

LIGHT RED, single small blossom with large 
petals; crepe-like in texture* Prominent 
stamens in form of crown. 
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MAMS DESCRIPTION 

LALLAROOK (G,S,) LIGHT PINK with WHITE blotches through¬ 
out blossom. Double blossom of open type. 

LATERITIUS 
• 

DARK RED, very large semi-double flower; 
centre petals interspersed with prominent 
stamens; petals veined with dark purple. 

Ragged bloom, but of fine quality and large 
size. 

LATIFOLIA (V) RICH RED with WHITE blotches confined princi¬ 
pally to centre of petals. Semi-double 
blossom with less prominent stamens. 

LAUREL LEAF SOLID CLEAR PINK, heavily veined with RED; 

typical flower, double, opening very flat; 
some flowers splotched and mottled with 
white. Of finest quality. 

LEANA SUBERBA (G*S.) Imb,, BRIGHT RED, 

LEILA VERY RICH SHELL PINK, perfect double flower 
with light veinings of darker shade; some 
of the blooms are light clear PINK flecked 
with WHITE, Blossom extra large and fine. 

LEON LEGUAY (G,S.) SOLID LIGHT RED, full double well formed 
blossom. 

LEOPOLD I (G,S.) Imb,, Vivid SCARLET ROSE, veined and lined 
with CRIMSON, 

LE NIOBE Imb,, Deep ROSE, 

LINDA ROSAZZA (G,S,) lab,, PURE WHITE, very thick petals. 

LINNEATA (G.S.) Poeniforme, WHITE lined and spotted with 

ROSE, 

LORRAINE (B) 
— 

LIGHT RED with few WHITE spots on petals. 
Full, double well built up blossom. 

LUCIDA (L) LIGHT RED, medium double blossom. Large 
petals turned back on outer edge. Holds 
tight bud centre until fully open. 

LUDOVICIANUS WHITE single, large blossoms with prominent 
stamens. 

MADAM DE CHAMBARD (BAA) DEEP CRIMSON blossom of odd form and many 
heads. Very fine, extremely double, peony 
type blossom with small petals. 

MADAME PETERS (G,S.) Imb,, Beautiful VIVID RED, 

MADAM HAAS LIGHT RED, some petals with LIGHT PINK 
central stripe. Very double type blossom. 

MADAM LE BOIS ROSE RED, cup shaped, double type blossom. 

MADAME PEPIN (G.S.) Imb,, FLESH striated with Vivid Carmine, 

MADAM STREKALEFF LIGHT PINK, striped with very fine lines 
from tips to base of dark ROSE PINK color. 
Very double, fine blossom with centre 
petals interspersed with small stamens. 

MADONNA (B) BLUSH PINK with slight spotting of darker 
PINK* Full double type blossoms. 

MARGHUTTINA (G.S,) Imb,, Deep CHERRY, 



NAME DESCRIPTION 

MARGUERITE GOUILLON LIGHT BLUSH PINK, large petals lined 
with PINK. Open peony type blossom inter¬ 
spersed with prominent yellow stamens. A 
very fine variety. 

MARIA ANTONIETTA (G.S.) Dnb., CARMINE CHERRY RED, with White stripes. 

MARIANNA GAETE (G.S.) Imb., Wine Rose with Light RED at center. 

MARIA THERESA (G.S.) WHITE; fine PINK edgings to inner petals. 
Very heavy peony type blossom* Fine quality. 

MARIE MORREN PINKf very fine double type blossom. 

MARY E. M. ROSE MADDER shade, semi-double bloom with 
light streaks of white radiating from centre 
to tips of petals; stamens inconspicuous owing 
to numerous small centre petals. 

MARQUISE D*EXETER (G.S.) ROSE PINK with very double WHITE turbulent 
centre. Very fine, large peony type blossom. 

MATHILDA DUCHESS PINK, very double medium size blos- 
solm, well petaled and smooth. 

MATHOTIANA ALBA PURE WHITE very large, double. Petals of 
large fine texture; extra heavy foliage. Very 
fine. 

MATHOTIANA ROSEA (G.S.) ROSE PINK of unusual shade. Full double 
blossom of perfect shape. Center petals 
incurving. Very fine blossom. 

MATHOTIANA RUBRA (G.S.) Imb., Very large FIRE RED flower. 

MAZUCHELLI (G.S.) Dab., Vivid POPPY-COLOR, lined with White. 

MINERVA (G.S.) R RED, small single type blossom with yellow 
tipped* atamans.. 

MINIATA (G.S.) Imb., Beautiful VIVID ROSE* 

MISTRISS COPE (G.S.) Imb., WHITE striated with CRIMSON. 

MME. APPOLINE GUICHARD (G.S.) Semi-double, very large WHITS flower, irre¬ 
gular petals. 

MME. CACHET (A) WHITE with LEMON YELLOW cast at base of petalsv 
Semi-double blossom resembling NOBILISSIMA. 
Stamens in tuffs between centre petals. 

MME. CANAERT D*HAMALE (G.S.) Imb., FLESH-COLOR LAVA ROSE. 

MME. CHARLES BLARD (G.S.) Poeniforme; large PURE WHITE flower; petals 
are well formed and open like a rose; it is 
the most beautiful WHITS camellia. 

mme, picouline (g.s.) DARK RED small petals whorled throughout 
blossom. Full flower resembling cockscomb. 

MME. VERSCHAFFELT (G.S.) Imb., colored WHITE, veins of a Rose and Red 
tint# 

MONSIEUR FAUCILLON (G.S.) Imb., Cherry RED. 

MONSIEUR PAUGAM (G.S.) White, semi-double blossom with stamens 
promient and interspersed with few small 
petals. Petals are fluted. A handsome 
blossom. 

MONSTRUOSA RUBRA (G.S). Poeniforme, RED center, very double. 
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DESCRIPTION * 

MONTIRONI (0.8.) i '■ 
* 4 

WHITE with few faint streaks running 
lengthwise of petals. Full, double, at¬ 
tractive blossom* 

MONTIRONI ROSEA, '(G.S.) Imb., PURE ROSE. 

M0N1BVI0N (B4A) 

; ' •' • . ' 

V • . V* 

- PURE WHITE, some petals lined and flecked 
* with LIGHT PINK. Very double, beautiful 

* blossom of large size. 

MRS* 7. SANDERS 

v •• • 1 

WHITE, single type blossom with yellow 
* stamens. 

NEIGB D«ORE (l) 

• 

PURE WHITE with slight YELLOW shade at 
base of petals. Perfect blossom, very 
full double type. 

NIVEUS 

* 

/ ‘ 

i - CREAMY WHITE medium size, semi-double blos¬ 
som almost full with refiexed petals; sta¬ 
mens are prominent in centre of blossom, " 
closely surrounded with pdtals. 

NOBILISSIMA 

*’. '* 1 ‘ •> ** - 
. \ • •; * % 

% ■ * 
WHITE with yellow shading to lower base 

. . of petals. Centre petals somewhat crossed. 
k- Stamens are not prominent* Double type 

, : blossom. 

NOISETTII (G«S,) - 

• * 

;• * 
Semi-double, CHERRY ROSE, occasionally spotted 
with White. , ' 

NON PAK2IL (G.S*.) 
k 

” • i 
Imb., Soft FLESH-COLORED background, 
striated and lined with CRIMSON* 

OLEIFBRA 
0 

* 

WHITE with decided PINK flushing radiating 
*to tips of petals. Open single, sasanqua 
type. Stamens loose and prominent. A 
very attractive flower. 

ONOR DEL MONTE (G.S.) 
>. *> > 

3tab*, Vivid ROSE, largely striated with 
WHITE* 

OPTIMA (G.S.) Imb*, CARMINE shaded with MAROON. 

OWL FACE 
/. - 

»• * 

DARK RED, very double vigorous grower; 
inner petals heavily veined with Purple, 
giving whole bloom blush cast* This var¬ 
iety Iras frequently double set of inner 
petals causing blossom to look like two 
blooms in one. 

PALAZZO TURZI (G.S.) 
* 4 4 

2nb«, Vivid INCARNATE, with Blush border. 

PAOLINA GUICHARDINI (G.S) Imb*, Very large CHERRY RED flower, tinted 
INCARNATE. 

.V . j 

PAULINA 
< 

» 

RICH ALIZARIN CRIMSON & SCARLET LAKE, 
with prominent veins in petals of violet 
cast* .Very fine, large double type blos- 

,v • som with petals of fine texture reflexed 
somewhat* 

PERFECTO variegata (G.S.) WHITE with few blotches of RICH PINK on 
few petals. Double type blossan with 
petals incurving. 

.i 

PEONYFLORA 0RIMSON, large cross petals flower, well 
built up, a 

PICTORUM ROSEA (G,S.) Imb., large Rose flower* 
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PICTURATA (G®S*) 

PUS IX (G®S.) 

PINK ANEMONE (BAA) 

PINK PERFECTION 

PINK PEONY 

PRBNILLAUD (G®S®) 

PRESTON BOSE (BAA) 

PRESIDENT ALLARD (G®8.) 

DESCRIPTION 

Poenifonne, White background striated 
With CARMINE® 

Imb®, PINKISH WHITE® 

ROSE PINK, large, peony type blessed hav¬ 
ing eentre petals interspersed with sta¬ 
mens* The whole blossom is dashed and 
mottled with WHITE* Very attractivo bloa*» 
800* 

TRUE SHELL PINK, perfect double; color 
somewhat darker at base of petals light* 
ening towards tips; outer petals refloat¬ 
ing; inner petals incurving at centre® 
Small in site, but beautiful flower® 

FLESH PINK shading to white at centre 
with darker PINK streaks radiating to 
tipe of petals® Very large, double, heavy 
cross petal flower® 

Imb®9 SOFT ROSE, 

LIGHT PINK, large, peony type blossom® 
Outside petals reflexed; inside petals 
interspersed with prominent yellow star 
mens* 8one petals blotched with WHITE® 
A very attractive bios sen® 

Dnb®® Mother-of-Pearl WHITE, fasciated 
BED® 

PRINCE ALBERT (H) 

PRINCE DE SALEBBRSN (BAA) 

PRINCESS BACKXNAGH1 

PRINCESS BACCHIOCHX (G.S.) 

ROSE PINK flecked with WHITE; email RED 
lines and dashes® Seme petals WHITE 
tipped® Open peony type® A very beauti¬ 
ful variety® 

DOUBLE LIGHT RED, outer petals much 
darker than centre® Outer petals heavily 
veined with darker RED® Inner petals 
lighter in color and pointed® 

RED® same petal® splotched with WHITE® 
double type blossom® 

WHITE ground with decided LIGHT PINK 
blotching distributed throughout whole 
blossom® Perfect double® reflexed petals. 

PRINCESSB CLOTILDB (G.S®) 3mb®, White, large poppy*colored ribbons. 

PRINCIPA DOREA (G.S*) 

PRIZIO SECONDO (BAA) 

PROF. GIOVANNI BANTARELLI (G.S.) 

PROF® PHILLIPO PARLATOR (BAA) 

ROSE lined WHITE® 

WHITE® very double, blossom opening full; 
outer four-fifths of petals reflexing* 
Inner two circles of petals incurving* 
Some petals broadly lined with LIGHT 
ROSE® Beautiful small blossom® 

WHITE ground with decided DARK PINK 
blotches distributed throughout whole 
blossom® Full, double type® 

WHITE® double type blossom with large 
heavy petals* Some petals marked with fine 
lines of pleasing PINK® Very fine blos¬ 
som® 
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PROFESSOR SARGENT (B) 

*" • «i it («• o>v , * 

PROSPER VIAL (G.S) 

PRYMEE (G.S.) # ; 

PUNCTATA BOUTOURLIN (GiS.) 

PUNCTATA MAJOR (G.S,) 

PURPLE DAWN 

QUARTET 

REINE DES FLEURS (B) 

HEINE MARIE HENRISTTE (G.S.) 

RETICULATA (G.S,) 

REV. JOHN BENNETT 

RED PEONY 

ROI LEOPOLE (G.S,) 

ROSE EMRY (k) 

ROSE MARY 

ROSE PINK 

ROSITTA II 

DESCRIPTION 

BRILLIANT CRIMSON, solid double with smooth 
outer petals; turbulent pompom. Centre 
made'"up'^f-many* .petals.. Solid color, 
unusual blossom. 

Plain large flower Rose striated Carmine. 

Imbr,, CHERRY, flesh-colored center. 

Poeniforme, WHITE striated ROSE® 

Poeniforme, WHITE lined with CARMINE. 

PURPLE LAKE, magnificent, perfeet dou¬ 
ble flower with prominent veining giving 
the whole flower a violet sheen. Flower 
very full and well built up in centre. 
One of the finest and largest. 

SEMI-DOUBLE LARGE WHITE blotched and 
lined with light red and rose pink. Some 
blooms solid red* Often four colors on 
same bush. 

DEEP ROSE, mottled and blotched with 
WHITE and LIGHT PINK. Small, very dou¬ 

ble blossom. Petals round; outer petals 
opening flat; inner petals convexed, 

Irab., Very Beautiful ROSE, often dotted 
with PURE WHITE. 

Very large flower, AMARANTH PINK. 

ROSE MADDER. Single bloom, five petal, 
shading a bit lighter towards base of 
petals. Occasionally white streaks from 
center to tip of petal. Stamens promi¬ 
nent in form of crown, YELLOW tipped, 
(ftVof the largest and most beautiful 
single blossoms opening flat. 

VERY DARK RED, double, peony type, with 
prominent stamens distributed throughout 
loose centre petals. Large flower of 
loose type. 

Imb., ROSE. 

LIGHT RED, medium size blossom; full 
double type. Some petals in centre are 
crepe like. 

DEEP ROSE, large, perfect double blossom 
opening fiat* Blossom of finest quality. 

LIGHT ROSE PINK, semi-double with faint 
veining of white through centre petals; 
outer petals self-color; stamens few and 
less prominent. Medium size bloom. 

RED of deep shade of Old Rose. Large 
very double opening full and flat. Petals 
regular and small for size of bloom. In 
many blooms the petals are whcried in form 
of regular quarter circles from centre to 
outer edge; tips of petals indented. A pro¬ 
lific bloomer and showy variety. 
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NAME DESCRIPTION 

ROSITA (A) ROSE PINK with slight and faint blotches f 
of white on petals* Full double, rather 
flat blossom, with petals reflexing. At¬ 
tractive medium size blossom. 

RUBENS (G.S,) Imb., Deep ROSE with large PURE WHITE streaks. 

RUBESCENS (G.S.) Imb., CARMINE striated at the center. 

RUBRA VIRGINALIS BRIGHT PINK OF PEONY TYPE large bloom. 
Centre petals interspersed with yellow 
stamens. Some blooms are semi-double open¬ 
ing flat. Beautiful variety. 

RUBESCENS MAJOR (G.S.) Imb., beautiful CARMINE ROSE, 

SACCO NOVA (H) FLESH PINK, petals flecked and dashed with 
DARKER PINK & WHITE* Medium size, very 
double, interesting blossom. 

SARAH FROST (B) CRIMSON, some blossoms are small double, 
deep RED, heavily veined with PURPLE. 
Double type blossom opening very fully; 
petals turned somewhat irregularily at 
ends ana decidedly fluted. Very attrac¬ 
tive small variety. 

SARAH FROST II WARM RED, very double; opening fully and 
flat. Color lightening toward tip of 
petals.Beautiful variety. 

SARAH C, HASTIE (B&A) DELICATE SHADE OF ROSE MADDER PINK— 
exceptionally fine cross-petal, double 
type blossom with well built up centre. 
Very beautiful. 

SASANQUA WHITE, double, type blossom with irreg¬ 
ular growth of petals crinkled and of thin 

Early bloomer of finest quality. 

SASANQUA CLEOPATRA Large full double, peony form. BRIGHT 
RED. 

SASANQUA DAWN Large semi-double blossom with yellow 
stamens, IVORY WHITE with flesh PINK at 
margins of petals. 

SASANQUA ROSEA DEEP ROSE MADDER with PURPLE LAKE cast. 
Single type blossom. 

SASANQUA SNOW Large full double peony form PURE WHITE. 

SHELL PINK VERY RICH SHELL PINK, peony type, double, 
fine, large flower of solid color through¬ 
out, Stamens almost completely hidden. 

SIR DE BAHNAUD LITOU (G.S.) Dub,, SOFT ROSE. 

SIR DE GASTON ALLERY (G.S.) Large, semi-double flower, SALMON ROSE 
lined and variegated with WHITE. 

SIR DE HENRI GUICHARD (G.S.) Semi-double, vivid CARMINE and ROSE, 
streaked and ribboned WHITE, yellow gold 

stamens. 

SOLARIS DARK RED, late double; centre petals 
small, opening very flat. Very attrac¬ 
tive bloom* 
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NAME DESCRIPTION 

SOMNAMBULA (G.S,) Imb,, SOFT ROSE, striped with WHITE* 

SOPHIA CHIARUGI (G.S.) Imb,, SOFT ROSE* 

SOUVENIR DE MME, COLETTE VAN WASSENHOVE (G„S) LARGE flower, CREAM WHITE 
with pompom at centre. 

SOVEREING (G.S.) Imb., WHITE streaked with CARMINE. 

SPECTABILIS BRIGHT RED cross petal, large, double 
blossom. 

STORYI (G.S.) Imb., VIVID ROSE. 

SUNRISE CLEAR ROSE PINK double blossom opening 
very flat; small inner petals incurving 
at tips. A very attractive late bloomer. 

SUPERBISSIENA DEEP CRIMSON with pompom like centre 
interspersed with yellow tipped stamens; 
outer petals extremely large and heavy. 
One of the finest semi-double reds. 

SYLVIA (B&A) RED, very large, semi-double blossom. 
Large petals smooth and regular; few 
long yellow stamens mixed with central 
small petals. 

TARGIONI (G.S.) Imb., WHITE lined with CARMINE. 

TEUTONIA (G.S.) Imb., WHITE lined with ROSE. 

TOKAYAMA (BdfcA) CRIMSON, double type blossom with large 
outside petals re flexing; inner petals 
built up in form of a rose* 

TORNIKLLI (G.S.) Imb., CARMINE spotted with WHITE. 

TRICOLOR -Striped and flecked with LIGHT RED. 
Semi-double, extra large blossom, and 
fine large petals inclined to be crepe¬ 
like. Has prominent stamens in form 
of crown. 

TRICOLOR DE SIEBOLDI (G.S.) WHITE, background mottled and flecked 
RED and PINK. Single type blossom. 

TRICOLOR NOVA (G.S.) Imb., WHITE tinted SOFT ROSE, streaked 
and spotted with CRIMSON. 

TRIOMPHANT (G.S.) Poeniforme, ROSE. 

TROIS MARIE Some blossoms PURE WHITE, others FLESH 
PINK at outer edge of petals shading 
to darker Pink with Purplish cast at 
centre. Medium size, perfect double blos¬ 
som. Very fine quality. 

TROTTER BLUSH PINK, lightly dotted and streaked 
with LIGHT RED. Very double blossom. Most 
of the blossoms are double centered giv¬ 
ing the effect of two blooms* A very at¬ 
tractive blossom. 

UNICA (G.S.) Imb., PURE WHITE. 

UNIFA DEL TEBRO (G.S.) Imb., VIVID CHERRY, large WHITE stripes. 
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NAME 

VALTEVAREDO (G.S*) 

VARIABILIS 

VARIEGATA (G„S.) 

VEDRINE 

VIRGINIA FRANCO (G.S.) 

VICTOR EMMANUEL II (G.S,) 

WASHINGTON (G.S.) 

WILLIAM S. HASTIE (B&A) 

ZORAIDE WANZI (G.S.) 

DESCRIPTION 

RICH PINK, with suffusion of light shades 
throughout. Tips of petals handed with 
Dark Pink. Full double type blossom. 

BRIGHT SHADE OF ALIZARIN CRIMSON, very 
fine, single blossoms with prominent 
stamens standing well above the flower. 
Late flowers showed semi-double and few 
more petals of darker shade. 

Deep Rose flower, streaked with WHITE. 

DARK RED, very double, peony type of 
open character. Centre petals inter¬ 
spersed with yellow stamens. Very 
beautiful and unusual variety. 

Imb., Rose-white background, with deep¬ 
er Rose streaks. 

RICH PINK shading from base of petals 
to WHITE at ext erne tips of petals. Some 
DARK PINK stripes. Double type blossom 
with whorled centre, 

ImD., RCSE. 

BRILLIANT CRIMSON, large double type 
blossom with extra large petals of fine 
quality. Well furnished blossom, 

Imb,, WHITE background striated with RED. 

"I have many of these varieties in small sized plants now 

ready for sale at reasonable prices. The rarer varieties and 

new importations have not yet been propagated, I have a good 

supply of camellia grafting stock three years old, and will 

especially graft any variety wanted, and grow it on for one 

year for the price of $7,50 for each graft; one-half to be 

paid by customer when grafting order is given, balance to be 

paid on receipt of plant by customer. All prices F. 0* B», 

Avery Island, La," — The term "Imb. " used in the description 

means petals overlaping (shingled). All varieties have been 

proven true to name. 

As only from two to five grafts can be taken from the 

rare imported varieties, orders will be booked in order received. 

Besides this list, I have about 200 imported varieties mostly 

from China and Japan that will not be listed until 1937* 


